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Several papers on international business cycles have documented spurious wel-
fare reversals, in that incomplete market economies can produce higher welfare
than the complete market economy. This paper demonstrates how conventional
linearization, as used in King, Plosser, and Rebelo (1988), can generate approx-
imation errors that are large enough to result in such reversals. Using a two-
country production economy without capital, we argue that spurious welfare re-
versals are not only possible but also plausible under reasonable parameter values.
As a constructive alternative, this paper proposes an approximation method that
modi…es the conventional linearization method by a bias correction—the linear
approximation around a ‘stochastic’ steady state. We show that this method can
be easily implemented to accurately approximate the exact solution and therefore
produce the correct welfare ordering. The accuracy of the proposed method is far
better than that of the conventional linearization method and as good as that of
a method involving a second-order expansion.
21. Introduction
Following Kydland and Prescott (1982) and King, Plosser, and Rebelo (1988), the
literature using dynamic stochastic general equilibrium (DSGE) models to study
the aggregate economy has extensively used the method of linear approximation
around a deterministic steady state. A number of papers have analyzed the ac-
curacy of the loglinear approximation method and concluded that this method
works well in many respects.1
Since Backus, Kehoe, and Kydland (1992) used a DSGE model to study in-
ternational business cycles, the linearization method has been commonly used in
the international business cycle literature.2 An issue in the literature, discussed
by Backus, Kehoe, and Kydland (1992), Tesar (1995), and Kim (1997), is the size
of welfare gains from international risk sharing. This paper investigates the va-
lidity of the linearization method in welfare calculation, especially in calculating
international risk sharing gains. We show crucial results that the conventional lin-
earization method can be so inaccurate in calculating welfare levels as to reverse
welfare ordering between autarky and the complete market economy. We also
propose an alternative method that approximates the exact nonlinear solution
more accurately than the conventional linearization method, thereby producing a
correct welfare ordering.
In a two-country model, the complete market economy should produce a higher
world welfare than any incomplete market economies. This is a direct application
of the …rst welfare theorem which states that the competitive equilibrium in the
complete market economy should be Pareto optimal. Therefore, reversal of welfare
ordering under the linearization method implies that approximation errors exist
and are signi…cantly large.
A few papers have documented examples of welfare reversals. Tesar (1995)
reports negative risk sharing gains in several cases.3 Kim (1997) also documents
some cases of welfare reversal. van Wincoop (1999) gives an example of welfare
reversal with a three-state shock and suggests that the linearized decision rule
may cause large approximation errors.4 However, even though this phenomenon
1See, for example, Taylor and Uhlig (1990) and other papers in the same conference volume.
2See, for example, Baxter and Crucini (1995) and Chari, Kehoe, and McGrattan (1998).
3For example, in her Table 7, welfare reversals are observed in half of the model speci…cations.
4The example is in his footnote 7. Our work is more general than van Wincoop’s in the
sense that his analysis is based on a shock with a discrete distribution, while this paper uses a
continuous distribution for the shock. He focuses on the linearized decision rule as a potential
cause of approximation errors, while this paper formally expands this conjecture and shows the
3of spurious welfare reversals is apparently paradoxical, no e¤ort has been made to
understand and to solve this puzzle in a formal way. We investigate this puzzle by
adopting a two-country DSGE model without capital, which enables us to derive
closed-form solutions.
In this paper, we select two economies—an endowment economy and a pro-
duction economy in which labor is the only input—and compute risk sharing gains
from autarky to the complete market economy.5 The complete market economy
is solved by four methods—‘exact’, ‘deterministic’, ‘stochastic’, and ‘quadratic’
methods. The ‘exact’ method uses a system of exact nonlinear …rst-order condi-
tions, while the ‘deterministic’ and ‘stochastic’ methods make use of linearization.
The ‘deterministic’ method is the conventional method of loglinearizing the …rst-
order conditions around a deterministic steady state. The ‘stochastic’ method
incorporates some nonlinearity of the model and modi…es the conventional lin-
earization method with a bias correction which amounts to the linear approxima-
tion around a stochastic steady state. The ‘quadratic’ method is an application of
the perturbation method which approximates the exact solution up to the second
order in exogenous variables.
By comparing the deterministic solution with the exact solution, we show that
the conventional loglinearization underestimates risk sharing gains: the determin-
istic solution of the complete market economy always produces lower welfare than
the exact solution does. Under reasonable parameter values, these approxima-
tion errors can be large enough to reverse welfare ordering between autarky and
the complete market economy. We propose the ‘stochastic’ solution method and
demonstrate that this method not only computes the correct welfare ordering but
also generates relatively accurate approximations of the exact nonlinear solution.
The accuracy of the ‘stochastic’ method is comparable to that of the ‘quadratic’
method.
The remaining structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 presents the two-
country endowment economy under autarky and the complete market economy.
We calculate approximation errors produced by the ‘deterministic’ method and
demonstrate a possibility of spurious welfare reversal. The ‘stochastic’ method is
explained in detail and shown to produce a correct welfare ordering. We provide
plausibility of spurious welfare reversals.
5Both autarky and the complete market economy have a simple static structure that enables
us to reduce an in…nite horizon model to a static one. We do not consider an incomplete market
model with only bonds since the exact solution, due to its dynamic nature, is not expressed in
an analytically tractable form. See Kim, Kim, and Levin (1999) for a detailed analysis of such
incomplete market models.
4an intuitive explanation for the ‘stochastic’ method in relation to the ‘quadratic’
method and show that the former is as accurate as the latter in approximating the
exact nonlinear solution. Section 3 adopts a production economy with labor and
shows that spurious welfare reversals are plausible under reasonable parameter
values. If the elasticity of labor supply is larger than unity, the expected utility of
the complete market economy derived from the ‘deterministic’ method is always
lower than that of autarky. The intuition and the accuracy results regarding the
‘stochastic’ method apply also to the production economy. Section 4 serves as a
conclusion.
2. Endowment Economy
We …rst introduce the endowment economy under autarky. Since the exact solu-
tion itself is loglinear, it is redundant to discuss approximate solutions. On the
other hand, the complete market economy produces a non-loglinear exact solution,
and we compute approximate solutions following the deterministic and stochastic
methods. We provide intuitive explanations for the stochastic method and check
its accuracy relative to the quadratic method.
2.1. Autarky
Each country, denoted by subscript i, consists of a representative agent who max-










Ci = Yi: (2.2)
The parameter, ° (¸ 0); represents the degree of relative risk aversion. The en-
dowment process, Yi; is assumed to be lognormally distributed. Speci…cally, we as-
sume that (logYi) has a normal distribution with mean zero and variance ¾2
y (> 0)
and that the endowment processes are independent across countries. That is, the
















5It is trivial that consumption under autarky, denoted by the superscript ‘au-
tarky’, is equal to the endowment process;
C
autarky
i = Yi; (2.4)













Taking the inverse utility function on both sides of (2.5), we derive the certainty
equivalent consumption which is de…ned as the amount of consumption which










In the special case of the logarithmic utility when ° = 1, the expected utility is
zero and the certainty equivalent consumption is unity.
2.2. Complete market economy
Complete market economy assumes that a complete set of Arrow-Debreu securities
exists and provides complete risk sharing. Instead of introducing Arrow-Debreu
securities directly in the model, we solve the complete market economy as a world
command optimum problem implied by the …rst welfare theorem. That is, we
solve the model by maximizing the average of two countries’ utilities subject to


















C1 + C2 = Y1 + Y2: (2.8)
Equal weights of half can be interpreted as an assumption on symmetry between
the two countries, and this simpli…es the calculations to come.
The optimality condition of the complete market economy is
C1 = C2: (2.9)
The economy is described by the resource constraint, (2.8), and the optimality
condition, (2.9). We start with the exact solution and then move to the solutions
by the deterministic and stochastic methods.
62.2.1. Exact solution







where the superscript ‘exact’ denotes the exact solution of the complete market



























which is neither normal nor lognormal. Instead of relying upon this complicated
density, we calculate the results of the exact method by simulating the model
with a random number generator. The results are based on 25,000 independent
random drawings of two-dimensional shock processes using Matlab.
According to the …rst welfare theorem, the complete market economy should











In this paper, we compute welfare gains by comparing the two levels of certainty
equivalent consumption.6
2.2.2. Linearization around a deterministic steady state
If we solve the …rst-order conditions, (2.8) and (2.9), using the conventional loglin-







(logY1 + logY2); (2.14)
6This method is slightly di¤erent from the measurement of welfare gains in Cho, Cooley,
and Phaneuf (1997) and Bils and Chang (1998). They calculate welfare gains as percentage
increases in consumption relative to the steady-state level, which would compensate for the
utility di¤erential. These two methods produce similar results when shock variances are small.
Our method is analytically more convenient in the setup of this paper.
7where the superscript ‘deterministic’ denotes the solution of the conventional log-
linearization.7
The relationship between consumption levels of the exact and deterministic











where the equality holds when the two endowments are identical.
This state-by-state inequality is a su¢cient condition for the …rst-order sto-
chastic dominance of the exact solution over the deterministic solution, captured
by the cumulative density function (CDF) of consumption. Figure 1 draws the
two CDFs assuming that the variance of endowment is unity (¾y = 1).8 The CDF
corresponding to the exact method lies to the right, which implies that the con-
sumption calculated from the exact method stochastically dominates that from
the deterministic method. The distance between the two CDFs in Figure 1 rep-
resents the approximation errors generated by the deterministic method.
Under this conventional linearization, the log of consumption is normally dis-
tributed with mean zero and variance ¾2
y=2. According to the properties of the






















Comparing this equation with the certainty equivalence consumption under












7 1 () ° 7 1: (2.18)
7It is true that linearization in levels would not create any approximation errors in the
endowment economy. However, it still creates approximation errors in a production economy
with labor, as described in the next section. Furthermore, it is more conventional to linearize
in logs, rather than in levels.
8Such a high variance is used only for the graphical purpose and will be used for drawing
all other cumulative density functions. All the results are valid for a smaller and more realistic
variance.
8If the degree of risk aversion is less than unity, approximation errors are large
enough to reverse welfare ordering—autarky produces a higher welfare than the
complete market economy. Under the logarithmic utility function (° = 1), the
deterministic solution of the complete market economy generates the same level
of welfare as in autarky. That is, the approximation errors completely wipe out
true welfare gains.
The welfare reversal can be easily explained by approximating utility function
up to the second order. Taking the second order Taylor expansion of the utility









The expected value of log consumption is zero under both autarky and the deter-
ministic solution. Therefore, when ° < 1; the complete market economy solved by
the deterministic method generates a lower expected utility than autarky, since
the variance of the former economy is smaller than that of the latter.
2.2.3. Linear approximation around a stochastic steady state
The stochastic method assumes linearity around a stochastic steady state which
is de…ned as the expected value of a variable.9 The stochastic method is rooted
in di¤erences between the deterministic and stochastic steady states. That is, the



























= log ¹ C = 0:(2.20)
Even though the mean of log consumption from the exact method is positive,
the conventional linearization forces the mean to be equal to its deterministic
steady state which is zero. The stochastic method improves the accuracy of linear
approximation by relaxing this assumption. Instead, we impose an assumption
which locates the mean close to the stochastic steady state.
However, the exact stochastic steady state of a variable can neither be cal-
culated without solving the model nor be expressed in a compact form even if
9Bohn (1998) and his comments are instrumental in implementing this new method.
9the solution exists. As shown before, the exact solution of the complete market
economy has a distribution which is neither normal nor lognormal. Therefore, we
approximate the stochastic steady state as follows.
First, we assume that the variable of interest has a lognormal distribution. In











where the superscript ‘stochastic’ represents the linear approximation around the
stochastic steady state.
Second, we plug this distribution into the model economy. In this example,
after we take the expectation of the resource constraint, (2.8), the following rela-










Note that we have one equation with two unknowns, ¹c and ¾2
c.
Lastly, but most importantly, the stochastic method assumes that the linear
relationship between endogenous and exogenous variables derived by the deter-
ministic method holds in the stochastic method as follows:11
logC
stochastic
i = ¹c + logC
deterministic
i : (2.23)
That is, the stochastic method implements a bias correction onto the deterministic




i ¡ ¹c =
1
2
(logY1 + logY2): (2.24)
This assumption produces an additional restriction that serves as the second equa-
tion for the complete system with the two unknowns. Squaring and taking expec-

















11Note that we do not directly linearize the …rst-order conditions around a stochastic steady
state. Such linearization would also create as much approximation errors as the deterministic
method.












which is positive and larger than its deterministic steady state of zero. Recapit-



















































2.3. Intuition and accuracy of the stochastic method
The proposed method, relative to the conventional linearization method, is based
on the concept of bias correction. We present two intuitive explanations for the
size of the bias correction. First, it is easy to see from the exact solution that
there is no welfare gain from risk sharing when the utility function is linear in
consumption, (° = 0). It is desirable for the proposed method to reproduce this
property, which is con…rmed by observing that (2.29) holds as an equality in such
a case.
Further intuition comes from the second-order perturbation method.12 Had we
solved for log consumption up to the second order with respect to log endowment















12See Gaspar and Judd (1997) and Collard and Juillard (1999) for more on the perturbation
method.
11The superscript ‘quadratic’ indicates the solution from the second-order expansion
around the deterministic steady state.
Comparing the quadratic solution (2.30) with the stochastic solution (2.27),
we can easily notice that the stochastic solution replaces the second-order terms















In the special case of the logarithmic utility function, welfare implications are
invariant to the choice between the quadratic and stochastic methods.
The advantage of the stochastic method over the quadratic method is that
the stochastic method generates a relatively simple solution and thus admits an
analytic expression for the expected utility. An unexpected advantage is that
we can rationalize the common use of the deterministic method in the DSGE
literature. As far as the second moments of a variable—such as variances and
covariances—are concerned, the deterministic and stochastic methods produce the
same results. However, if we were to push for the quadratic method literally, then
the second moments based on the deterministic method should all be recalculated.
Now we assess how accurate the stochastic method is relative to the determin-
istic and quadratic methods. Figure 2 reports the CDFs of consumption from the
four methods. It is clear that approximation errors, represented by the distance
from the exact solution, are much smaller for the stochastic and quadratic meth-
ods compared to the deterministic method. The bias correction by the stochastic
method overstates the level of consumption when the consumption realization is
close to unity, and understates when an outlier occurs. The quadratic method
consistently overestimates the exact solution by a small amount.
To formally compare the accuracy of the three approximation methods, we
compute a diagnostic statistic for each of the three approximate solutions rela-
tive to the exact solution. We use the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic which mea-
sures the maximum distance between the CDF from each approximation method
and that from the exact method. Table 1 shows the results of the test statis-
tics. It is clear that the deterministic method is much worse than the stochastic
and quadratic methods. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic favors the quadratic
method, but other statistics in the Cramer-von Mises class favor the stochastic
method.13 This can be understood from Figure 2, where the CDF from the sto-
13See Ser‡ing (1980) for detailed theoretical explanations on the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic
and other statistics in the Cramer-von Mises class.
12chastic method crosses over that from the exact method while the CDF from the
quadratic method does not.
3. Production Economy with Labor
3.1. Autarky
















Ci = AiLi; (3.3)
where Ai is a lognormally distributed productivity shock. We assume that (logAi)
has a normal distribution with mean zero and variance ¾2
a. Ai is independent
across countries. The linear technology is assumed without loss of generality.14
Additive separability between consumption and labor helps to derive an analytic
expression for the expected utility. The parameter º, taking a value between 0
and 1, is related to the degree of elasticity of labor supply. The elasticity of labor
supply is º=(1 ¡ º), which is increasing in º and takes a value between 0 and 1.













Since the …rst order conditions are loglinear, the solution is also loglinear.15 There-
fore, it is easy to see that the four methods would produce the same solution. In
particular, there is no bias to be corrected if we execute the stochastic method.
14Appendix A presents the detailed solution of a more general production economy when the
production function exhibits a decreasing marginal return.
15The endowment economy in the previous section corresponds to this production economy
with º = 0; where labor supply becomes constant and Ci = Ai: If ° = 1; labor supply becomes
constant because income and substitution e¤ects are cancelled out.


















In the production economy, we de…ne certainty equivalent consumption as the
level of consumption producing the same level of expected utility while …xing
labor supply at the steady-state level of unity. Under the logarithmic utility
function, the expected utility is zero and the certainty equivalent consumption is
unity.
3.2. Complete market economy













C1 + C2 = A1L1 + A2L2: (3.8)











C1 = C2: (3.11)
We solve the model using the three solution methods as in the endowment economy
case.
3.2.1. Exact solution
Solving the four equations, (3.8)–(3.11), which describe the complete market econ-






































14We use the same simulation method to derive the expected utility and CCE of the
exact solution. Note that C1 = C2 at every state due to the additive separability
of utility function.
3.2.2. Linearization around a deterministic steady state








[2(1 ¡ º + º°) ¡ °]logA1 ¡ ° logA2






2(1 ¡ º + º°)
: (3.15)
Approximation errors generated by the deterministic method are represented
by the distance between the CDFs from the deterministic and exact methods, as
in Figures 3-1 and 3-2. These two …gures are based on ° = 1 and º = 0:5, and the
variance of shock is set at unity (¾2
a = 1). The CDF of log consumption derived
from the deterministic method lies to the left of that from the exact method,
which means that the deterministic method understates the consumption level.
Regarding the labor input, the deterministic method overstates the amount of
labor. These two observations imply that the deterministic method produces a
lower utility than the exact solution does.
Figure 4 draws the contours of Cdeterministic
CE =C
autarky
CE to show the range of
parameter values, º and °, where welfare reversal occurs.16 Welfare reversal occurs
in the area above the contour at unity, where the Cdeterministic
CE is less than the
C
autarky
CE : The graph suggests that the approximation errors always lead to a welfare
reversal when labor is more than unit elastic (º > 0:5); regardless of the value for
°:17 Welfare reversal also occurs when ° is less than one irrespective of the value
of º, whose special case was shown in the endowment economy.
16The variance of output/consumption, ¾2
y; depends not only on ¾2
a but also on the parameter
values. That is, ¾2
a = (1 ¡ º + º°)2¾2
y under autarky. In order to obtain realistic results, we
endogenize ¾2
a to maintain ¾2
y constant at 0.0272; a conventionally used value in the literature,
with di¤erent values of º and °.
17This can be easily proven by showing that the two levels of expected utility are equal when
º = 0:5 and ° ! 1:
153.2.3. Linear approximation around a stochastic steady state































where ¾al is the covariance between logged technology shocks and logged labor.
Likewise, the optimality condition, (3.9) or (3.10), produces another relationship
º°¹c = ¡(1 ¡ º)¹l: (3.19)
As in the case of the endowment economy, we use the same assumptions in
solving for the values for ¹’s and ¾’s. That is, the following relationship holds
between the stochastic and deterministic solutions,
logL
stochastic





i = ¹c + logC
deterministic
i : (3.21)





























¡ = 1 ¡ º + º°:
16Finally, plugging these second moments into (3.18) and (3.19), the stochastic


















It is trivial to show that the expected utility of the stochastic solution is always
greater than that of the deterministic solution. While the means of log con-
sumption and labor from the deterministic solution are zero, ¹l is negative and
¹c is positive in the stochastic solution, as in (3.25) and (3.26). Therefore, the
level of expected utility from the stochastic method is greater than that from the
deterministic method.


















We can easily check whether the stochastic method corrects the welfare reversal by
comparing the expected utility from the stochastic method with that of autarky.
Subtracting the autarky expected utility (3.6) from the expected utility from the


























If ° < 1; then all terms in (3.28) are positive. Under the log utility (° = 1),
we can show the positivity of (3.28) by applying the L’Hopital’s rule to the …rst
and third terms. If ° > 1; then the …rst and third term become negative which
makes the whole value positive. Therefore, the value of (3.28) is always positive
and there is no welfare reversal under the stochastic method.
3.3. Intuition and accuracy of the stochastic method
The two intuitive explanations for the size of the bias correction given in the
endowment economy hold in the production economy with labor. First, when the




















Plugging these into the utility function, we can notice that there is no welfare
gain from risk sharing. This property is preserved under the proposed method,
since the level of the expected utility generated by the stochastic method, (3.27),
is same as that of autarky, (3.6).
Our intuition involving the perturbation method holds for the production econ-
























The stochastic steady states, ¹l and ¹c, are equal to the expected values of the
second-order terms.
The fact that the stochastic method produces a correct welfare ordering is a
necessary condition for an accurate approximation but not a su¢cient condition.
Now we compare the four solution methods for the complete market economy and
assess the accuracy of the stochastic method. The graphs in Figures 3-1 and 3-2
are based on the following parameter speci…cations: ° = 1;º = 0:5; and ¾a = 1.
The consumption CDFs in Figure 3-1 indicate that the deterministic method is
worse than the stochastic and quadratic methods, except for outliers which drive
the quadratic method to perform the worst. The CDFs of labor drawn in Figure
3-2 suggest mixed results. Therefore, we again compute the Kolmogorov-Smirnov
statistics for the three approximation methods relative to the exact method.
The numbers in Table 2 show that, for both consumption and labor, the deter-
ministic method is worse than the stochastic and quadratic methods. Comparison
18of accuracy between the stochastic and quadratic methods generates mixed results:
the quadratic method is the better as far as consumption is concerned, but the
stochastic method produces more accurate approximation for labor.
Next, we take the log utility case (° = 1) and analyze welfare implications
of various solution methods under di¤erent values for º and ¾2
a. Under the log
utility, the expected utility under autarky is
EU
autarky = 0: (3.33)












This inequality indicates spurious welfare reversals. According to the stochastic







which con…rms a correct welfare ordering. Since it is not possible to derive exact-
but-tractable analytic expressions for the expected utility and certainty equivalent
consumption under the exact and quadratic methods, we instead use simulations
to derive welfare implications under these two methods.18
Figure 5 plots the CCE’s of the …ve cases—autarky, exact, deterministic, sto-
chastic, and quadratic—with respect to º assuming log utility and ¾a = 0:027.
The graphs show that, under the log utility, the conventional linearization always
underestimates welfare and leads to a welfare reversal. Certainty equivalence con-
sumption levels produced by both stochastic and quadratic methods are not only
greater than that of autarky but also very close to the exact solution. As the elas-
ticity of labor supply increases, the approximation errors increase. In particular,
when º approaches unity, Cdeterministic
CE approaches zero and Cstochastic
CE approaches
in…nity.19
18An alternative to simulations is to derive approximate analytic expressions by plugging
second order approximations of the variables into a second order approximation of the utility
function such as (2.19). This approach is adopted by Kim, Kim, and Levin (1999).
19In the general case of decreasing returns, they do not approach to zero and in…nity. See
Appendix A for details.
19Figure 6 plots the levels of expected utility of the …ve cases on the variance of
shock (¾2
a) setting ° = 1 and º = 0:5.20 The three lines at the top corresponding
to the quadratic, exact and stochastic methods are very close to each other, which
demonstrates that both stochastic and quadratic methods generate an accurate
approximation of the exact solution. Mathematically speaking, both stochastic
and quadratic methods characterize the exact solution correctly up to the …rst
order of ¾2
a.
As seen in Figure 6, welfare reversal always occurs except when ¾2
a = 0. With
any positive variance, however small it is, the conventional loglinearization re-
verses welfare ordering. The previous literature on the accuracy of loglineariza-
tion argues that the approximate solution becomes more accurate as the variance
of shocks approaches zero. However, this argument doesn’t apply to the case of
welfare ordering between complete and incomplete market economies. The ap-
proximation errors that do not a¤ect the conventional metrics become a major
factor determining the welfare ordering.
4. Conclusion and Further Research
We have demonstrated how spurious welfare reversals could happen in a static
international business cycle model and have provided a modi…ed method of linear
approximation to compute an accurate welfare level. This paper could be extended
in two ways.
First, we have not emphasized the size of welfare gains from risk sharing when
we apply our proposed method. The level of welfare gains are readily computable,
but this paper focuses on qualitative aspects of accurate welfare calculation.21
Furthermore, a more interesting comparison in terms of risk sharing gains is be-
tween the complete market economy and an incomplete market economy such as
the bond-only economy, rather than between the complete market economy and
autarky. The conventional linearization method becomes more problematic since
there are multiple deterministic steady states in the incomplete market model.
Kim, Kim, and Levin (1999) are currently pursuing this line of research.
20Note that when ° = 1; we have ¾a = ¾y:
21In Appendix B, we brie‡y document the size of risk sharing gains in several cases. We found
that risk sharing gains can reach up to 5% of world consumption under reasonable parameter
values with labor production economy. This number is larger than those produced by previous
risk sharing papers using a production economy with both labor and capital or an endowment
economy.
20Second, even though the deterministic method produces incorrect results for
welfare comparison in our international setting, this method works well in some
other cases. In a certain class of closed-economy monetary-policy models where
labor is the only input, such as Rotemberg and Woodford (1997) and Henderson
and Kim (1999), the deterministic method provides accurate results for welfare
implications of various policies when the shock variances are small. Su¢cient
conditions for the validity of the conventional method are derived by Woodford
(1999). However, there is as yet no result in the literature regarding how to
use linear approximations to calculate correct welfare levels in a wider and more
interesting class of models. For example, in the class of models with both labor and
capital as in Ireland (1997), Cho, Cooley, and Phaneuf (1997) and Bils and Chang
(1998), the deterministic method can generate signi…cantly large approximation
errors that potentially produce incorrect welfare implications. It is important to
develop a linear approximation method that can be used for welfare analysis. We
are currently working on the validity of the stochastic method for welfare analysis
in a general class of DSGE models.
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Table 2. Accuracy of the three approximation methods: production economy
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submitted for publication.A. Production economy with nonlinear technology
This appendix presents detailed derivation of solution for the production economy
with nonlinear technology. First, we introduce autarky and then the complete
market economy solved by the three methods—exact, deterministic and stochastic
methods.
A.1. Autarky



















where Ai is a lognormally distributed productivity shock. We assume that (logAi)
has a normal distribution with mean zero and variance ¾2
a. Ai is independent
across countries. We show that the technology coe¢cient ® cannot be identi…ed
separately from º, when we have information on consumption and the level of
utility.







Combining (A.2) and (A.3), we have









For notational convenience, assume ¹ A = 1 and impose º0 = 1 ¡ ®: Then
¹ L = ¹ C = 1 and the steady state utility becomes zero. The solutions for Li and












i = Ai if ® = 1;° = 1 or º = 0: (A.6)



































As far as the expected utility is concerned, this is equivalent to the endowment
economy with a transformed risk-aversion parameter;
° ¡ (1 ¡ ®)(1 ¡ °)º
1 ¡ (1 ¡ ®)(1 ¡ °)º
: (A.9)
Note that the transformed parameter is increasing in ° and decreasing in º. In-
tuitively, if we hold the variance constant, a more elastic labor supply implies a
higher expected utility.
Certainty equivalent consumption is de…ned as the level of consumption pro-
ducing the same expected utility while …xing labor supply at the steady-state level
of unity. That is, it is the solution of the following equation,1
U (CCE;1) = EU:






















Note that this value becomes unity under the log utility (° = 1).
A.2. Complete market economy: Exact and deterministic methods










1Since the power function can be bounded below (0 < ° < 1) or above (° > 1), the solution
of this equation may not exist.
3subject to
















C1 = C2: (A.15)




























































1 ¡ (1 ¡ ®)º
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¡ = 1 ¡ (1 ¡ ®)(1 ¡ °)º:






















which is negative under the log utility with respect to consumption.
4A.3. Complete market economy: Stochastic method










i ;i = 1;2: (A.23)
We denote the approximate lognormal distributions of consumption and labor

















We derive ¹c and ¹l using the nonlinear …rst order conditions. Taking the
expectation of (A.22);












































































= ¹a + (1 ¡ ®)¹l +
¾2





Taking the logs and expectation of (A.23), we have
°E [logC] = E [logA1] ¡




°¹c = ¹a ¡
1 ¡ (1 ¡ ®)º
º
¹l: (A.29)
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We now turn to the derivation of the second moments by assuming that the
relationship between endogenous and exogenous variables derived under the de-
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7B. Size of international risk sharing gains
In Tables A1–A5, we report the size of risk sharing gains in the exact and deter-
ministic solutions. Risk sharing gains are de…ned as an increase in the level of
certainty equivalent consumption of the complete market economy over autarky.
A number of previous papers using general equilibrium models have reported neg-
ligible risk sharing gains, less than 0.5% of world consumption. See, for example,
Cole and Obstfeld (1991), Backus, Kydland, and Kehoe (1992), Mendoza (1995),
Tesar (1995), and Lewis (1996). Reasonable values of risk sharing gains (1% »
2%) can be obtained only by adopting unreasonably high risk averse parameter
or volatility of shocks.
We show that the high risk sharing gains can be easily obtained in the labor
production economy under reasonable parameter values. Our simulation results
in Table A1 indicate that risk sharing gains are low in the endowment economy,
0.03% – 0.5%, but in the labor production economy as in Table A3, risk shar-
ing gains increase up to 5% with reasonable parameter values for risk aversion
and volatility of shocks. With endogenous labor supply, people can exploit the
complete …nancial market not only by sharing consumption risks, but also by de-
ciding on the labor-leisure margin within a country more e¢ciently—work more in
a more productive country and vice versa. This property has not been captured
by previous studies since most works are based on models with endowment or
production with both labor and capital. An in‡uential estimate by Lucas (1987)
of the negligible welfare costs of variability in consumption may be speci…c to the
class of models with consumption only. If one includes capital, then investment
plays a role of self-insurance without relying on international capital markets, thus
reducing risk sharing gains.
As shown in Tables A2 and A4, the conventional linearization always underes-
timates international risk sharing gains. We demonstrate that under reasonable
parameter values, approximation errors can be large enough to generate welfare
reversal between autarky and the complete market economy. Under the produc-
tion economy, the approximation errors can reach up to 9% of world consumptions
as shown in Table A4. While the exact solution generates 5% risk sharing gains,
the loglinear approximation can result in a loss up to 4% of world consumption—
Table A5.
8Table A1. Gains from international risk sharing: exact solution
(endowment economy)
¾y n ° 1 2 5 10
0.01 0.03149 0.03396 0.04138 0.05376
0.02 0.06816 0.07805 0.10776 0.15734
0.027 0.09691 0.11495 0.16912 0.25961
0.04 0.15703 0.19665 0.31571 0.51487
The numbers are risk sharing gains with di¤erent ° and ¾y. Risk shar-




CE ¡ 1) ¤ 100:
Table A2. Loglinear approximation errors:
(endowment economy)
¾y n ° 1 2 5 10
0.01 0.03148 0.03145 0.03137 0.03124
0.02 0.06811 0.06800 0.06770 0.06720
0.027 0.09681 0.09661 0.09603 0.09530
0.04 0.15679 0.15634 0.15509 0.15343
The numbers are loglinear approximation errors, di¤erences between exact and
approximate CE’s as apercentage ofworld consumption: (1¡Cdeterministic
CE =Cexact
CE )¤
100: Positive errors imply that the loglinear approximation underestimates the
welfare of the complete market economy.
Table A3. Gains from international risk sharing: exact solution
(labor production economy)
º n ° 1 2 5 10
0.3 0.105 0.170 0.460 1.215
0.5 0.116 0.229 0.788 2.354
0.7 0.141 0.344 1.464 4.900
The numbers are risk sharing gains with di¤erent ° and º holding ¾y constant
at 0:027. The variance of output/consumption, ¾2
y; depends not only on ¾2
a but
also on the parameter values. That is, ¾2
a = (1 ¡ º + º°)2¾2
y under autarky.
In order to obtain realistic results, we endogenize ¾2
a to maintain ¾2
y constant at
0.0272 with di¤erent values of º and °.
9Table A4. Loglinear approximation errors:
(labor production economy)
º n ° 1 2 5 10
0.3 0.116 0.165 0.353 0.778
0.5 0.152 0.283 0.889 2.473
0.7 0.282 0.720 3.111 8.920
The numbers are loglinear approximation errors holding ¾y = 0:027.
Table A5. Gains from international risk sharing: deterministic so-
lution
(labor production economy)
º n ° 1 2 5 10
0.3 -0.011 0.005 0.106 0.428
0.5 -0.036 -0.055 -0.108 -0.178
0.7 -0.142 -0.378 -1.692 -4.457
The numbers are risk sharing gains with loglinear approximate solutions.
Negative numbers imply that the complete market gives a lower welfare than
autarky—welfare reversal.
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